PRESSRELEASE 2019-04-09

David design introduce new designcollaboration with
Pearson Lloyd (UK), Bonpart (AT), Claesson Koivisto Rune,
Superlab, Mattias Stenberg, Lars Hofsjö, Daniel Enoksson
and Axel Bjurström.
All proudly produced in Sweden!
Welcome to Salone del Mobile S Project Pavillion 22 stand F30/36 Milan Italy,
9-14th of April 2019.
Photos, videos and press kit is available to download at www.daviddesign.se/news.
You are always welcome to contact Håkan Nilsson tel +46 707 20 29 49 or
hakan@daviddesign.se
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DOTS, design Mattias Stenberg
A soft and comfortable form. Together with David designs unique comfort seat with Pirelli
bend pay for a modular system that brings a long lasting piece of furniture. To use solitary or
as a never ending system .

T.able, design Pearson Lloyd (UK)
London based well reputed Pearson Loyd got commisioned to make a collection of table
that gives as little impact on the environment as possible. They took the brilliant decicion to
use the excisting T- section as a base for this versatile range of tables and benches for outand indoor use.

OPI, design Lars Hofsjö
A collection of tables, from the small sofatable to conference tables and bartables. All with
the characteristic appearance in a so simple way with the assymetric stem.
Plates in steel, solid wood, linoleum or whatever you prefer.

MARIGOLD , design Claesson Koivisto Rune
Marigold flower is also called the “herb of the sun”, representing passion and even creativity.
The same that Claesson Koivisto Runes new lamp and table can be like for David design. In a
innovative way it´s five shapes is used both for table base and wall- and pendant lamp. All in
perfect harmony.
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PORTIA, design Superlab
Last year David design present designstudio Superlab and the armchair Portia. It has been a
great succé and now it´s time to introduce the next one - with wheels. This is a version that
you still will use stackable.

NEWTON, design Bonpart
Maybe was newton wrong, especially when we have the first look at David designs new mirror
Newton, a balance act. The talented young designduo Bonpart in Vienna has create this
experience that conjures up with gravity. Available in two different sizes, 280 and 500mm, with
bend in leather or textile.

LEAN, design Daniel Enoksson
To do a family of furniture us popular and David design saw the needs for some more versions
of the comfortable and practical Lean chair. Designer Daniel Enoksson draw for an additional
chair and armchair with four legs and at the same time it became a stool and a barstool. All
with the characteristic features for creating subtle similarities between the products.

SKIFT LOUNGE, design Lars Hofsjö
Lars Hofsjö is well knowned for his design of furnitures with characteristic appearance and
honest account of details. Skift armchair is since several year a great succes for David design
and in Milan we introduce the Lounge version. A comfortable easy chair that have strong
design personality together with the chairs.
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